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It is almost painful for me to take the floor again 0L this matter - as
you well know the question of Article XXXV has been on the agenda of sessions of
the CONTRACTING PARTIES since 1955, or rather since 1953. "The Japanese
Government expressed on those occasions it, serious concern on the situation
which has been brought about by very wide-spread resort to .4trt cle MM.

The Japanese delegation, again on this -ccasion, reite.'te t-1eir grcIte
concern cn this issue and strongly desire that te C RACTZ PRTIES recosize
the importance of this question and make every effort - ri:vle a early solution,
because the recent development of the situation seor.- to vall _or; iirmediat'!
action by the CONTRACTING PARTIES. Allow m to indulge in arithmetic: when
Japan was admitted into the community of the General Agreement, fourteen countries
invoked article XXXV against Japan. Two countries. nearly Brazil and India,
later disinvoked article JOV as a result of cons.2Itticn amd of tie good
understanding :f these two countries. The nuwblzE; -f ,ctl. iew-which invoked
Article 2VLCV wvas reduced to twelve, but Soon a--a- the Fede-aticn of Malaya
acceded to the General Agreement resorting t7 Articc ]t=X eainzt,lana, thus
it numbered again fourteen. Early tkis -:ar tic? Fcderatkicn of 1ia1uya disinvokee.
Article XO0V and reduced the number t t.hirtteen. Mania-ria having acceded to
GATT under Article XlXI, thus inheriting British invocation of Article XXV,
must now be counted as the fourteenth.

Two countries, namely Tu1imisia %nd Cam.bodia, which have<a<eced provisi.onally,
have invoked Lrticle OXCV against Thran. We earnestly hop that vqhen they are
admitted definitively they will feel no nee-. ef &^in- so again.

Yarthermore, there is some indication that sow.e cf th! c, ur.tries now
seeking ao.ession under Article ,XIII might invoke A=ticle L) V against Japan.
In addition to that, newly indepenuont countries in Africa and elsewhere acceding
to GtTT under Article JX7V will be likely to inherit the invocation of thi3
Article by the United Kingdonm, Trance or Benelux. I am afraid that the n;ni~er of
countries invoking Article SXXXV might increase to twenty-flive or thirty.
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We earnestly desire that the CONTRACTING PARTIES should squarely
recognize the serious situation which has developed so far and which might
develop in the imminent future.

At the sixteenth session, I suggested that the CONTRACTING PARTIES might
wish to review the operation of this Article in accordance with the provision
of paragraph 2. This paragraph reads as follows:

"The CONTRaCTING PARTIES may review the operation of this Article
in particular cases at the request of any contracting party and
make appropriate recommendation."

I am instructed by my Government to make a formal request in the sense of
paragraph 2 just mentioned. I hope the CONTRACTING PARTIES will, at the request
of my Government, proceed. to the review in due course. It is up to the
CONTRACTING PARTIES to decide what should be reviewed and how.. In the opinion
of my delegation the CONTRACTING PARTIES might wish to review several aspects
of the operation of the Article.

In the first place, they may wish to review whether or not, and if so
to What extent, the administration of the General Agreement is hampered by such
a widespread resort to Airticle XXXV, which certainly was not foreseen When the
General Agreement was drafted. I specially refer to joint action as foreseen
in article XXV - what would be the voting procedure if Japan asked for a
waiver? - or any other joint action such as joint consultation. The
CONTRRACTING PARTIES might also wish to review to what extent the widespread
application of Article YDGLV is hampering the attainment of the basic aims of
the General ±Agreement. Almost everywhere discriminatory measures are applied
against trade with Japan whether under the cover of Article =DDCV or under other
pretexts. But was Article X=CV inserted into the General Agreement for such
purposes? Such a situation is not only preventing Japan's economy frvm being
further integrated into the world economy, but is it not creating difficulties
for world trade itself, preventing its further expansion by liberalization and
multilateralization?

I wculd like to refer also to the tariff negotiations. Because of
resorting to Article :ODCV, Japan has been prevented from entering into tariff
negotiations with many countries, and I am afraid she might be in the same
position again in the forthcoming very important tariff negotiations. The result
is that tariff positions for specific Japanese items in the tariffs of countries
invoking Article XXXV remain unnegotiated and the Japanese tariff for items for
which the United Kingdom, France or the Benelux countries are principal suppliers,
will remain unnegotiated. This not only creates an odd imbalance in the tariff
itself, but is hampering the general aim of GATT to attack barriers to trade.
I believe these aspects must also be reviewed.

Last but not least, one of the points which in our opinion should be
reviewed by the CONTRACTING PARTIES is the cause of such a widespread application
cf article XXXV against Japan. It is generally believed that Article XXXV was
resorted to because of the possibility, or rather the apprehension of a
situation called market disruption. This may be true for certain highly
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industrialized countries like the United Kingdom, France or Benelux. Yet, there
again, I suspect that the question is less real than psychological or political,
if I may say so. Let us devise a means to cope with the so-called market
disruption, then I am confident such device will be very seldom resorted to.
Anyway, I will concur in the view that the review of the operation of Article XV
against Japan could usefully be carried out if it is done conjointly, or at
least simultaneously, with the work of the Working Party on the .avoidance of
Market Disruption.

But I suspect that apprehension of market disruption is not the only
cause of such a widespread resort to Article XXXV. Many countries newly acceding
to GATT seem to feel that they are acting contrary to the established customs
of GATT if they have not resorted to that Article against Japan. Or, countries
acceding to GATT under Article XXVI, merely inherit Article XXXV because of the
action taken by the governments which previously administered their territories
and they might think it wise to keep for the time being the invocation of
Article XXXV. These countries are not resorting to Article XXXV because of a
need or desire to discriminate against Japan - in fact they are sot doing so.
Most of these countries can protect their developing industries under Article XVIII,
and they need not take discriminatory measures against imports from Japan.

In the course of our talks with some of these countries, with a view to
having this Article disinvoked, certain questions have been raised by them which
either have no bearing whatsoever on trade or are not entirely in accordance
with the principles of the General Agreement. We should like, in the course of
the proposed review, to have the advice of the CONWR.CTING PARTIES as to how
Tapan could best deal with such situations.

As has been asswimd repeatedly on other occasions, the Japenese Government
intends to comply wic. the provisions of GT by proceeding with the liberalization
of her imports, and Aing away with any discriminatory measures still existing,
But,, in doing so, my Government is faced with a terrible dilemma: whether we
should liberalize our imports to all sources, including countries invoking
Article =V -which are taking discriminatory measures against imports from Japan,
or should we liberalize our trade to all countries except those invoking
Article XV, thus discriminating against them, if I may say so, in order to
obtain from such countries the removal of discriminatory measures against Japbn
and eventually disinvocation of article XKXXV The question is not so simple,
for it is not tecbtical3y easy to liberalize trade and yet maintain or increase
discrimination for some against which discrimination is perfectly legal since
the provisions of the General Agreement are not applicable between Tapan and the
countries invoking Article XXXV. We should be very happy if we could have the
advice of the CONTRACTING PARTIES, if they would be willing to study the matter
in the course of the proposed review of the operation of Article XXXV.

To conclude, the CONTRACTING PARTIES might wish to proceed with the
review under Article XXXV: 2 from the following viewpoints:

1. Prejudice to the administration of the General Agreement;

2. Prejudice to the accomplishment of basic aims of the General
agreement;
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3. Cause or reason for invocation of the Article by different
countries;

4, Possibility of obtaining good offices in negotiation with certain
countries with a view to having this Article disinvoked; and

5. Impact of Article XXXV on Japan's own programme of trade
liberalization.

I have tried to indicate, or rather to express our hope as to what the
review foreseen under Article XXXV:2 should aim at. I do not intend to
prejudge the way in which the CONTRACTING PARTIES may wish to accomplish the
review provided for in that paragraph; they my wish to discuss the matter at the
present session or at the eighteenth session, or establish a working party, or
request the Council to study the procedure. It Is up to the CONTRACTING PARTIES
to discuss and decide on tho aim and the procedure of the proposed review,


